Professional
Development
Induction—The Ashby Way
All new teaching staff are invited to
an overnight residential to induct
them, as professionals , into their
career at Ashby school.
Over the years, this tradition has
proven to be an effective
introduction for new staff, allowing
them to acquaint themselves with
the school's practices, ethos and
many of their colleagues.
We benefit from the outstanding
facilities at the Radisson Blu—
although the aim of the experience
is not simply to get a good night’s
sleep after your first week at Ashby.
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leadership team. The evening is
concluded with the historic and
highly competitive Jenga challenge.
This was originally introduced by
Margaret Hawksworth and has
become a firmly established custom.
Saturday morning starts with an
extensive breakfast after which we
are joined by House Managers who
compete for the first pastoral slot.
Sessions then cover work around
teaching and learning, literacy and
disadvantaged students.

We could not run the residential
without the invaluable contributions
Friday night provides the
form present staff members who
opportunity to team build with new always represent Ashby in the most
colleagues and place KS4 and KS5 in positive light. It is also a great
context. This is followed by a meal
opportunity for their own
with members of the senior

professional development and I am
delighted that many of the people
involved last year have since gained
promotions.
The weekend concludes with lunch
and participants are then free for
the rest of the weekend before
returning to school on Monday as
fully embedded staff members.

The Year Ahead by Ali Jackson, Head of Continued Professional Development
As another academic year comes to an end, we are
well placed to embrace the challenges ahead. The
new Ofsted framework rightly places the quality of
education as the focus and will ensure that schools
are committed to professional development,
recognising that this impacts directly on staff
wellbeing and retention.

At Ashby, we work hard to
recruit and retain the best.
However, one teacher we are
not retaining is Carolyn
Pearce—I would like to thank
her for all her involvement in
teaching and learning over
the past seven years. Caz
Ashby School has always placed value in investment
took the brave decision to
in staff at every level and stage of their career,
leave her profession as a barrister and retrain as a
ensuring they have the knowledge and skills to be
teacher. I have to admit I was sceptical, thinking here
effective in their role.
was another one who thought it was the easy option!
Through focused CPD opportunities, teaching staff
However, this was far from the case. Caz is a natural
have been well prepared for the new linear
teacher who has a genuine drive to research and
qualifications by attending exam board courses and challenge thinking around classroom practice. As
developing better understanding of learning at
part of the original Lead Teachers group, she
greater depth. We worked this year to embed expert ensured conversations about teaching and learning
teaching and improve feedback in lessons to ensure remained at the heart of Ashby School. She has
students make progress and achieve their potential. supported teachers at all levels and I could not have
Next year we look forward to exploring the research done my job without her. As she embarks on new
around Cognitive Load Theory and developing
teaching experiences, I wish her continued success
classroom practice.
and ask her to go ‘pass it on’.

It All Starts with Teacher Training…
The role of Initial Teacher Training Coordinator is a
vital one, writes Carolyn Pearce. It involves liaising
with local universities and direct training
organisations to place and provide in-school training
to student teachers.
During the course of the school year, Ashby School
has numerous students directly from the universities
of Loughborough, Leicester, Derby, Nottingham and
Nottingham Trent, along with their associated
Schools Direct programmes. In addition, we try to
offer work experience to individuals who are
exploring the possibility of a teaching career. The ITT
Coordinator liaises with the suppliers to ensure all
course requirements are covered in the placement
phases. So, it is a busy but hugely rewarding role.
The students are placed in subject specific
departments, enabling them to gain experience of
teaching their specific subject, allowing them to grow
their confidence and pedagogical practice with the
support of their link mentor. These mentors, who are
all subject specialists, are vital to the efficient running
of teacher training and are chosen for their
experience and dedication both to teaching and the
development of new practitioners. Frequent

observations take place allowing
the mentors, other members of
staff and the ITT Coordinator to
assess progress throughout the
training phase. Mentors spend
at least an hour a week with the
student teacher, giving them a safe forum for
reflection on their practice, development of their
pedagogy, assistance with planning and any other
issues that might arise.
In addition, the student teachers receive CPD training
from specialists in the school, in areas such as Child
Safety, SEND and Sixth Form provision, on a regular
basis. The training provision allows the student
teachers to understand the complexities of school life.
Perhaps the most rewarding element of the role is
seeing student teachers qualify and get jobs,
sometimes at Ashby School. I hope their experience
of Ashby, as well as of the universities and direct
suppliers, inspires these student teachers to
contribute to a remarkable profession, in which we
have the opportunity to shape the lives and futures of
young people.
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Making a Difference to Mental Health
I have been fortunate to have the opportunity to
attend several training courses in mental health,
writes Angela Allen, Post-16 Year Tutor. These have
covered anxiety, depression, self-harm, cognitive
behaviour therapy and stress management. These
courses have increased my knowledge, developed my
skills in listening and talking to students about
mental health and given me an understanding of
therapeutic techniques to use with students.
Most of my work is with individual students but
more recently I attended training which enabled
me to put together a five-week course in ‘Stress
Management’, which I delivered to two groups of
Year 13 students.

To keep my knowledge and skills up to date I have
recently accessed several free online courses through
‘Future learn’ - https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/
categories/health-and-psychology-courses/
psychology-and-mental-health

Parents who have a young person experiencing
poor mental health often feel uncertain how they
can support, so it is very much about working
together. There is a wealth of self-help
information available online and we can signpost
both students and parents to this.

The Science of Success
I have always been very motivated and determined to
achieve and progress, writes Donna Tolley, House
Manager and teacher of chemistry.

procedures and initiatives.
The SLP is DfE funded and
so I have to report progress
each month towards their
Working at Ashby continues to provide the guidance
challenging targets. I attend
and support that I need to develop professionally and I
regional and national
am grateful for the encouragement I have been given
conferences, where I
to seize opportunities to acquire new skills and
network with other teachers and educational
experiences. When my temporary role as Acting Deputy
professionals, gaining valuable insights into the latest
Director of Sixth Form came to an end, I was eager for
priorities and developments in STEM education. I am
another challenge to continue my professional
required to be self-driven and organised and it
development. I was therefore thrilled to be appointed
provides great opportunity to use my own initiative. It
‘Secondary Lead’ for the Science Learning Partnership
also draws on the skills which I developed in my career
(SLP) for Leicestershire, Leicester City and North
prior to teaching.
Northamptonshire.
I have recently completed the STEM Learning Facilitator
My remit is to establish, promote and recruit for CPD
development programme to qualify to deliver their
courses and INSET training aimed at improving
endorsed CPD training. This was a fantastic opportunity
teaching and learning and hence engagement,
to develop my own subject pedagogy and expertise. I
progression and attainment in secondary school
thoroughly enjoyed learning alongside extremely
science. This involves collaborating with host schools
inspirational middle and senior leaders and consultants
for provision of venues, interacting with CPD facilitators
and exploring latest educational developments and
who deliver the training and marketing our provision to
research.
heads of science and senior leaders. Working alongside
other schools provides invaluable insight into both the Donna has been seconded to the post of Extended SLT
strengths and weaknesses of different departments’
with responsibility for Pupil Premium from August 2019.

Signing Off...
Outgoing Head of Business Paul Mills Reflects on 30 Years of Teaching Practice

“

Are you born to be teacher or can you be made into a teacher? I firmly believe
that you either have it or you don’t.

However, you do need professional development to learn how to maximise your
skills and develop your talents. I am certainly a much better teacher now than
when I started 30 years ago and generally have improved every year (which probably
suggests that I was a cause for concern for the first few years of my teaching career –
however, in those days, no one really cared and it was often a good way of getting a
promotion – in fact, there was a saying in my first school: “those that can’t do teach,
those that can’t teach become SLT”).
As Head of Business at Ashby School for 15 years, I have faced many challenges from
striving to improve results, tackling changes to GCSE and A level and improving my own leadership to
dealing with staffing issues. The training and support I have received have definitely helped me to meet
these challenges.
Training can be enlightening in lots of ways. I remember an INSET session into Sixth Form teaching, after
which one of my colleagues realised that they didn’t actually like business as a subject or students for that
matter! With a little guidance, they left teaching about a year later, moved abroad and are happier now than
ever before
The most successful CPD focus on one of three areas; teaching and learning strategies, reflection on practice
and staff well-being. I recall a session in my previous school where we were given training in yoga and
relaxation techniques – which was great till I fell asleep. Joking aside, I would recommend it to everyone. Our
own well-being is vital if we want to be successful in the classroom.
Over the years, I have put together bits I have learnt from many sessions including one run by an Everton fan
(although that’s not his fault or Alan D’s, for that matter) who didn’t ask for every lesson to be outstanding
but asked if we could make 10 minutes of the lesson outstanding. I think we can go for that!
Ali (Jackson, Head of CPD) talks about expert teaching and she is spot on. For me it is the five Rs;
Relationships, Routines, Rigour, Reflection and making your lesson Ring (relevant, interesting, a bit of a
giggle).
We try; sometimes it works, sometimes it goes wrong but we always keep trying.”

A Day Out at the Palace
The Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme is all about
activities, experiences and life skills—but not just for
students.
This year, PE teacher Laura Wright (second from left)
joined five students at Buckingham Palace to pick up her
Gold award. As a DofE Leader, Laura is also actively
involved in helping students to complete the scheme.
At the same event, Margaret Hawksworth (centre) was
presented with an award for 38 years’ service to the DofE.
A spokesperson for the DofE Scheme said: “The DofE allows its Co-ordinators, Managers and Leaders to
develop skills such as management, leadership, teamwork and communication which they are able to transfer
into the workplace. Being involved in these roles is widely acknowledged to help professional development
and career progression.”
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Signing Up…
‘My First Year as Head of Faculty’ by Victoria Procter

“

My first year as Head of Humanities has been an feelings about our teaching across
enjoyable and exciting year with its challenges at the faculty to ensure our students
times.
are getting the best experience
possible.
The support I have received over this past year
has been invaluable and I could not ask for better
As part of twilight sessions, our faculty was fortunate
colleagues to work with.
enough to have a session on literacy, led by Nic Conn,
where ideas and activities were shared to help us, as
Creating the new feedback policy alongside other
teachers, support our students with extended writing.
Heads of Faculty and the teaching and learning team
The SEN team also came to deliver a session on
was one of many tasks which I have had to lead this
understanding the needs of our most vulnerable
year.
students to ensure, as teachers, we know how to fully
Attending a leadership course and learning about the support them and to ensure we are making their
importance of emotional intelligence is one course
experience at school as enjoyable as possible.
where I learnt many techniques and skills which will
Both of these sessions provided us with new focuses
enable me to coach and deal with difficult
and ways of implementing good practice within the
conversations in a more confident and effective
classroom. I have learnt as Head of Faculty, the
manner.
importance of monitoring, not only students’
Within faculty meetings, I always encourage the
attainment but also staff’s progression themselves and
opportunity to share good practice, thoughts and
also the students they teach. “

Keeping School Safe
Assistant Headteacher Andy Binns explains the ongoing process to keep all staff up-todate with the latest safeguarding initiatives.

“

Safeguarding and child protection in schools is an important part of everyday life for both teachers and
support staff. Schools play an essential role in protecting children from abuse
and creating safe environments, ensuring that adults who work in the school,
including volunteers, don't pose a risk to children.

At Ashby School, we have endeavoured to create a culture of safeguarding,
embedding effective practice into every school day. New staff undertake a thorough
safeguarding induction program when they join the school which is then built on
during the academic year. Through the use of weekly staff briefings, staff are given
updates and reminders to keep safeguarding at the forefront of their minds.
Every three years, all staff must complete their online safeguarding and child
protection training and this year staff have completed a module on Channel General
Awareness and outlined their duties and responsibilities in the process.
Pastoral staff are all safeguarding-trained and undertake their refresher training every two years with the Local
Authority. Leaders who sit on interview panels undertake safer recruitment training to ensure that we recruit
staff and volunteers who are suitable to work with children and young people.
Training sessions are run during the academic year for support staff, governors and exam invigilators so that
they understand the systems we have in place.
Safeguarding information is available to staff and students on the school intranet, in staffrooms and around
school in framed display boards.”

NPQSL*: Career-Affirming (but a bit of a mouthful!)
In September 2018, I embarked upon my NPQSL,
writes Vikki Rundle-Brown, Head of PE. (pictured with
her recent award for Leicestershire Schools’ and
Youth Groups’ Hockey Coach of the Year).
I am extremely grateful to Ashby School for
supporting me in undertaking this qualification and
have found it to be hugely rewarding and useful. As
part of the programme, I attended six face-to-face
days where we covered a variety of topical senior
leadership issues.
I have thoroughly enjoyed having the opportunity to
discuss research-based evidence with colleagues
from other schools. It has been fascinating to hear
case studies and I have learnt so much about senior
leadership.
I was also lucky enough (as part of the programme)
to spend a day shadowing the senior leadership
team at Brookvale Groby. Again I learnt so much
and am excited that my new role in school [as
Director of Post-16] will give me an opportunity to
put some ideas into practice.
The course requires you to carry out a researchbased project in your own school. This year, I have
worked tirelessly to improve the attendance and
progress of many of our disadvantaged students. I
decided to focus on three areas and, although

challenging at times, without
question this has been my
favourite and most
rewarding year of my career
so far. Working with faculty
pupil premium champions
has been an honour – their
efforts have made such a
difference to so many
students.
Establishing a mentoring
system for all Year 10 pupil
premium students has been
partly successful and I hope to build upon this using
Sixth Formers next year.
Finally, working with a small group of Year 11s to
improve their attendance and attitude towards
school has been the highlight. Although some days
it is one step forward and three steps back, we have
really noticed significant improvements and I am
proud of each and every one of them. I have
affirmed my belief that having positive relationships
with students is the key to success. We must never
give up on any of them.
* (National Professional Qualification for Senior
Leadership)

NPQSL: Understanding the Whole School
Embarking on the course back in September, I wasn’t
sure what to expect… it’s certainly been eye opening
- and inspiring, writes Fiona McCafferty, Assistant
Director of Post-16.

different schools, from
primary to secondary,
who have provided a
wealth of knowledge,
and experience from
I can see the personal benefits it’s had already
very different
although there’s still a lot of work to do!!
perspectives. The next
So far, the face-to-face days have covered a variety
whole day will involve
of key issues confronting schools, including
shadowing SLT in our
curriculum change, implementing and inspiring
school setting. The inchange, disadvantaged students, communication and school project is taking fuller shape and a significant
working in partnerships.
impact has already been seen.
Every session leaves us feeling exhausted but fuelled
with information to take back to school, use in
everyday roles and apply practically to the whole
school project that goes alongside the theoretical
part.

As an individual, I feel ever more confident in my
abilities and knowledge of whole school issues. I feel
the depth of knowledge that I am gaining will
support the school in continuing to implement the in
-school project and, hopefully, help me to move
forward in my career long term.

Furthermore, each of these days has been led by
current practising senior leaders from a variety of
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Exam Conditions
Head of Film and Media Nicola Conn explains how working with Eduqas exam board
has helped her to grow as a teacher.
As a teacher for nearly a decade, it is important to try
and find new ways to develop. Ashby School has
supported me in my choice to work more closely with
the exam board; as part of its support for CPD, the
school certainly recognises the benefit of teachers
gaining more knowledge in this way and the positive
impact this has on students.

good practice and develop training materials that
would then be delivered across the country. Teaching
other teachers can
be a little
intimidating—
especially when they
are all experts on the
subject you are
delivering! However,
each session I ran
was a learning
opportunity for
everyone, me
included. It really
helped me to
understand how the
specification should work in practice and gave me the
chance to steal some really great ideas as well as
helping other teachers who were finding it tricky.

I have been lucky enough to work with Eduqas in two
different ways. I have been a CPD presenter, where I
trained and worked directly with other Film Studies
teachers trying to get to grips with the new
specification, as well as being an examiner. Each role
has brought great benefits to my own teaching and
has really helped me overcome the difficulties of
navigating a new course.

Working on CPD was an amazing opportunity to
collaborate not only with the board, which could help
clarify the finer details of the specification, but also
with other film specialists. It was really interesting to be
Being an examiner however is completely different.
at the heart of discussions around the challenges
faced by teachers, and then provide solutions. It was
(Continued on page 8)
exciting to see what other teachers were doing, share

Evolve—It Does Exactly What it Says on the Tin
Few staff are unaware of Evolve—the online
safeguarding platform which has revolutionised the
planning of trips and visits over the last 12 months.

destinations, staffing, the number of attendees, travel
arrangements, contact details, planned activities and
intended outcomes for every trip. The system also
features model risk assessment forms for a range of
outings from generic days trips to theme park visits
and ski trips.

The task of learning the system and rolling it out to
staff has been performed by designated Educational
Visits Coordinators (EVCs) Alison Cooper
(Headteacher’s PA) and Sue Briggs (Cover Manager).

Staff can upload relevant documents, such as
itineraries, so all information is stored electronically in
one place and can be accessed by all users.

Alison said: “Before we could roll the system out, we
had to work out how to use it. We attended one
training session and came away with lots of
Alison added: “The whole process of learning Evolve
information; we then had to train ourselves and decide and training others to use it has been very time
how we were going to implement it.
consuming but ultimately we have a system that is
more cohesive and makes trips safer for everyone.”
“We delivered face-to-face training for faculty admin
staff who then cascaded the information to the
As its name suggests, Evolve is changing all the time –
faculties. Sue and I are still available as a point of help which in turn means more training. More new features
and advice for anyone who has questions.
are expected soon.
“There was initially a bit of resistance from staff who
were used to the old way of doing things but I think
most people now agree it is a more robust system.”
Evolve requires staff to enter details including dates,
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First Class First Aid
First aid in schools is perhaps more important than ever—and so is the training required to get it right.
In response to a growing national preoccupation with safeguarding, a small team of first aiders has put the
school’s first aid policies and practice under the spotlight, with obvious implications for training.
Lisa Concannon, Administration Assistant for Careers/ CPD, is one of those who has been looking closely at first
aid as a safeguarding issue.
One of the first steps was to ensure that all 30 of the school’s first aiders had undertaken the required three-day
training course. This is run by MRS Training and Rescue at Moira and is followed up every three years by a twoday refresher course.
Staff learn to deal with the initial treatment of students, what to do when they are first on the scene and when
to call an ambulance.
Lisa said: “School first aid is not just about sticking plasters and period pains. It is also about dealing with
students who suffer with seizures or major nose bleeds or anything else that comes along. We even had one
boy who impaled himself on a pencil!
“We decided to carry out a thorough review of our first aid policies and practices because it is increasingly seen
as a safeguarding issue and we want our policies to
be as robust as they can be and all of our training to
be completely up-to-date.”
As a result, first aiders will also take part in additional
training, where necessary. Staff have already
completed CPR training in school delivered by Shaun
Holyland, Estates Manager, who oversees the first aid
programme. This latest training will enable them to
use the school’s three defibrillators with confidence.
Others involved in the first aid overhaul are Julia
Wennell, Julie Farmer and Stacy Hannen.

Exam Conditions (continued from page 7)
This experience is one I have really enjoyed as it has
allowed me to get a greater understanding of how
‘exam criteria’ can be applied and what the
motivations are for examiners and the board. It is also
an invaluable opportunity to read other students ‘work
and to see how other centres ask students to shape
arguments, what they have been taught in terms of
content, as well as other combinations of texts that
work really well.

much more efficient and makes the process of
marking much more streamlined. It also allowed me to
really focus on the content of each answer
anonymously, receiving only single answers rather
than whole papers. The benefit of reading and
assessing so many exams is huge; I feel like my
teaching is much more focused and that in each
lesson I am helping my students shape their writing for
exams.

I also entered the modern age, and this year examined
electronically. I had always been quite fond of
receiving all the papers through the post and feeling I
got to know each student through the exam, but the
system is now very different and, dare I say it, better.
The new system of electronically scanned papers is

Working for Eduqas for three years has really helped
me to become a better, more informed teacher. It is a
chance to make connections with other specialists,
understand your course and its assessment in much
more detail and also a way to develop my own skill
set.

There are opportunities throughout the year for teachers to further their personal development.
Twilight teaching and learning dates (five whole school PLC sessions and three faculty sessions) are
scheduled for the following dates: 12 September, 3 October, 5 December, 16 January, 12 March, 2
April, 21 May, 4 June.
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